
Spatial models in ecology and evolution
Exercises 4.1-4.5

4.1 Coexistence of n species by the competition-colonization trade-off. Suppose that n species
form a competitive hierarchy such that species i can successfully overcolonize a patch occupied
by a population of species j if and only if i < j. Extend the Levins-Culver model to the case
of n such competing species and show that (i) an arbitrary number of species can coexist if the
colonization rate may be arbitrary, and (ii) the interior equilibrium of n species, if positive, is
always asymptotically stable.

4.2 Does habitat loss favour weeds? Suppose that two species coexist by the competition-
colonization trade-off as described by the Levins-Culver model, and suppose that a fraction
1 − h of the habitat patches becomes unsuitable. Investigate how the equilibrium densities of
the two species change as functions of h. In particular, investigate whether the competitively
inferior species (which shares characteristics of a weed) may become more frequent because of
habitat loss.

4.3 Succession (based on Gouhier et. al. 2011). Succession is the ecological process whereby
one species (or community of species) modifies the environment such that it becomes suitable
for another species (or community). For example, few plants can survive on almost bare rock;
and these plants are very important in creating soil, whereby the site becomes suitable for many
other plant species.

Suppose that a competitively inferior species modifies the patches it occupies such that they
become more suitable for a competitively superior species, and therefore the superior species
can colonize patches occupied by the inferior species easier than empty patches. Modify the
Levins-Culver model assuming that the superior species can always colonize a patch occupied
by the inferior species, but if a superior colonizer reaches an empty patch, then colonization
fails with probability q. To simplify the analysis, assume that the two species have identical
extinction rates (µ1 = µ2 = µ). For which colonization rates (c1/µ, c2/µ) does the model predict
coexistence, and how does this depend on q? May the two species coexist even in the absence
of the competition-colonization trade-off (i.e., when c1 = c2)?
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4.4 Coexistence with replacement competition. The extension of the Levins-Culver model to
replacement competition is the 4-dimensional system

dx j

dt
= b1xa(1 − xa − ya − x j) − δ1x j − ν1x j

dxa

dt
= ν1x j − µ1xa

dy j

dt
= b2ya(1 − xa − ya − x j − y j) − b1xay j − δ2y j − ν2y j

dya

dt
= ν2y j − µ2ya

where x j and xa are the fractions of sites occupied by juvenile and adult individuals of the com-
petitively superior species, y j and ya are the same for the competitively inferior species, and
bi, δi, νi, µi are respectively the birth rate, juvenile death rate, maturation rate and adult death
rate of species i (i = 1 for the superior and i = 2 for the inferior species; see lecture).

(a) Show that the parameters can be chosen such that the two species mutually invade each other
and therefore coexist. Hint: the model has many parameters, so that the exact characterization
of when the two species coexist is cumbersome. It suffices to show that coexistence is possible.

(b) Show that if the juveniles mature very fast (ν1, ν2 → ∞), then coexistence is not possible.

4.5 Discrete-time replacement competition model. Consider the replacement competition model

xt+1 = uxt + (1 − uxt − vyt)(1 − e−αxt)
yt+1 = uyt + (1 − uxt − vyt)e−αxt(1 − e−βyt)

analyzed in detail in the lecture. In question (a) below, we fill in a detail of the analysis. In (b),
the model is extended with habitat loss (no need for calculations here!).

(a) Show that the boundary equilibrium (x̂, 0) is asymptotically stable with respect to perturba-
tions of x. Recall that in discrete-time models of the form xt+1 = F(xt) linearization near an
equilibrium x̂ yields (xt+1 − x̂) = F′(x̂)(xt − x̂) and therefore the distance to the equilibrium,
|xt − x̂|, decreases over time if |F′(x̂)| < 1. The stability of the other boundary equilibrium (0, ŷ)
follows from an analogous argument.

(b) The figure below shows the bifurcation diagram of this model. The dark gray area is where
the two species coexist in a protected manner (mutual invasibility: both boundary equilibria
are transversally unstable and there is an interior stable equilibrium), the hatched area is where
the species mutually exclude each other (both boundary equilibria are transversally stable, the
interior equilibrium is a saddle) and the light gray area is where unprotected coexistence occurs
(a stable interior equilibrium and an interior saddle).
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Suppose that a fraction 1 − h of the living sites becomes unsuitable (0 < h < 1). With x and
y denoting the fraction of the remaining sites occupied by the superior and the inferior species,
respectively, the model is the same as above, except that α and β have to be replaced with hα
and hβ, respectively (because with probability 1−h, the offspring lands outside the suitable sites
and is therefore lost). This corresponds to a proportional decrease in fecundity (straight lines in
the figure).

Suppose first that before habitat loss, there is protected coexistence (start in the dark gray
area). What happens as h gradually decreases along the upper straight line? Which species goes
extinct? What has to be done to restore coexistence?

Suppose now that before habitat loss, the two species coexist in an unprotected way and
habitat loss implies changing the parameters along the lower line. How can coexistence be re-
strored if a species has gone extinct?
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